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Abstract— Functionality of load balancing is divided into two 

function first will be allocation of resources and second 

provisioning of resources along with task scheduling among 

distributed system. Many load-balancing algorithms are used 

for balancing load of cloud computing such as FCFS, Round 

Robin, Throttled, Equal load share etc. Each algorithm has 

some disadvantage. We will implement VM migration on the 

basis of cloud load, into other inner cloud. We also calculate 

load of each inner cloud. In this paper, main focus on VM 

migration and implement cloud load balancing algorithm in 

inner cloud. We will implement VM migration and cloud load 

on java using CloudSim simulator. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the initial steps toward cloud computing is 

incorporating virtualization, which is separating the hardware 

from the software. In the past, transitions of this magnitude 

meant rewriting code, such as the transition from the 

mainframe to UNIX. Fortunately, the transition to VMware 

does not require the rewrite of code, and this has fueled the 

speed of the move toward virtualization software. There still 

will be challenges in this transition but, overall, the 

consolidation of servers into the virtual world has been fairly 

rapid with many applications making a seamless transition. 

 Job Scheduling is a process of allocating jobs onto 

available resources in time. It is also defined as the process of 

finding an efficient mapping of tasks to the suitable resources 

so that the execution can be completed with the satisfaction 

of some objective functions. The objective functions could be 

such as minimization of execution time as specified by 

customers and maximization of resource utilization as 

specified by service providers. Efficiency of scheduling 

algorithm directly affects the performance of the system with 

respect to delivered Quality of Service. In short, more 

efficient is the scheduling algorithm, better is the Quality of 

Service delivered. Every Scheduling problem has three 

important elements. 

They are 

A. Machine Configuration 

A single machine with a single or multiple processors or a 

cluster of machines with a single or multiple processors in 

each machine etc. 

B. Optimization Criterion 

It defines the objective(s) of the scheduling algorithm e.g. 

reducing make span, minimizing response time, minimizing 

resource cost etc. 

C. Set of Constraints and Characteristics 

The scheduling of tasks may be dependent on some other 

tasks or independent of each other, thus defining a certain 

execution order and thus a certain set of constraints. 

 VMware’s vSphere satisfies the initial step of 

virtualization, the separation of the hardware and the 

software. The next step is adding some of the many cloud 

applications that include how to do charge-backs and other 

application software. 

 These cloud-like capabilities include billing for 

usage, the ability to do self-service, and many others. 

Charging for consumption, even if it is internal, will lead to 

better management, with the ability to keep track of what 

services the consumer is utilizing. In addition, with cloud 

computing, there is the ability to program in more self-service 

by the end user in order to keep costs down. 

The various objectives of optimization criteria can be [2]: 

 CPU Utilization 

The total percentage of time for which CPU was utilized or 

used i.e. was not idle. 

 Throughput 

Total no. of tasks executed (or requests served) per unit time. 

 Response Time 

The time spent by a request in the waiting queue till it gets 

the first time to use the CPU. 

 Waiting Time 

The total time spent by the request waiting in the ready queue 

after the first response from CPU. 

 Turnaround Time 

The total time taken by a request to get completely served, 

including its response time, waiting time and service time. 

 Fairness 

The principle that states that every request should get equal 

share of CPU time. 

 Resource Cost 

The total cost of the resources acquired or used for the 

servicing of requests by various cloud consumers. The main 

goal is to maximize the CPU Utilization, maximize the 

Throughput, minimize the Response Time, minimize the 

Waiting time, minimize the Turnaround Time, minimize the 

Resource Cost and obey the Fairness principle. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Mohamed Riduan Abid et.al.[1] In this paper they presented 

the drivers behind the stringent need for a load-balancer in 

Inter-Clouds environments, and delineated its strong 

correlation with virtualization. We proposed a novel VM 

migration scheme inspired from the mobile computing 

handoff mechanism. Besides, we presented a blue-print, than 

can be easily adopted in academia, for deploying a real-world 

Inter-Cloud testbed using open-source software. The Inter-

Cloud testbed can be used to further investigate Inter-Cloud 

Load-balancing relevant research issues, e.g., VMs live 

Migration. 

 In paper [7]  a brand new  VM  fill up  Balancing 

Algorithm  is actually  Weighted Active Monitoring  populate  

Balancing Algorithm  applying  CloudSim tools,  due to the  
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Datacenter  to help   efficiently   load  balance requests 

between  ones   exhibited  virtual  devices  assigning  the  

weight,  in order to  achieve  far better  performance 

parameters. Here VMs associated with   different processing 

powers along with the tasks/requests usually are   designated 

or perhaps   issued   on    all-powerful VM and then   on the 

lowest so on. 

 In paper [8] author proposed a good algorithm can 

be ant colony optimization that random optimization search 

approach is usually   obtained   pertaining to allocating your 

current incoming jobs on the virtual machine. 

 In Current Scenario, with an environment of mobile 

cloud the task is divided and disseminated into same size of 

small jobs i.e. Cloudlets. These Cloudlets as well as Virtual 

Machines are scheduled according to the various scheduling 

policy for e.g. FCFS, Round Robin etc. Generally in Cloud 

Computing scenario user submit the task to be performed / 

executed. Cloud Coordinator (CC) [2] divides the task into 

equal sized cloudlets and passes it to Data Center (DC). 

Normally it takes a lot of time because the cloudlets are 

processed one at a time in FCFS manner as and when they 

reach to VM. VM executes the cloudlets present in the queue 

as they reach the VM’s. Basically this default job scheduled 

policy is extremely Time Consuming, Cost insensitive and 

inefficient. 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

 Cloud computing is efficient and scalable but preserving 

the soundness of processing so many roles within the 

cloud computing environment is an awfully elaborate 

crisis with load balancing receiving so much attention for 

researchers. 

 Due to the fact the job arrival pattern will not be 

predictable and the capacities of each and every node 

within the cloud differ, for load balancing trouble, 

workload manipulate is significant to make stronger 

method efficiency and keep balance. 

 Load balancing schemes depending on whether the 

method dynamics are essential can also be both static and 

dynamic. 

 Static schemes don't use the method expertise and are 

much less elaborate while dynamic schemes will deliver 

additional costs for the approach however can alternate 

as the method reputation alterations. 

 A dynamic scheme is used here for its flexibility. 

A. Performance Evolution 

Proposed System performs the following steps: 

1) Calculate the cost of each task. 

2) Sort the task according the following parameters 

a) CPU 

b) RAM 

c) Bandwidth 

d) Storage 

3) Also arrange the VM according the following parameters 

a) CPU 

b) RAM 

c) Bandwidth 

d) Storage 

4) Check the status of Each VM. 

5) Schedule the sorted VMs on the basis of sorted task 

6) Calculate throughput, response time of each task 

B. CloudSim Simulator 

CloudSim [12] is the   many efficient tool you can use   with 

regard to modeling regarding Cloud. During your current  

lifecycle  of an  Cloud, CloudSim  allows  VMs  for you to   

be  managed  coming from  hosts  that will   inside  turn  are 

usually  managed  by  datacenters. 

 
Fig. 1: CloudSim Architecture 

CloudSim offers architecture inside four uncomplicated 

entities.  These types of  entities  offer   consumer   to  set-up  

the   basic  cloud computing environment  as well as  measure  

your  effectiveness  involving   fill up  Balancing algorithms.. 

Datacenters entity features   the responsibility of providing 

Infrastructure level solutions   for the Cloud Users. They act 

as a home to help   a lot of Host Entities or maybe   a lot of 

instances hosts’ entities aggregate to help   application form   

the   solitary Datacenter entity. Hosts with Cloud are usually 

Physical Servers The idea have pre-configured processing 

capabilities. Host is actually responsible regarding providing 

Software level SERVICE   towards Cloud Users. Hosts have 

their particular storage and memory. Processing features   

regarding hosts is usually expressed throughout MIPS 

(million instructions per second) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a concept of Cloud Computing along with 

research challenges in load balancing. It also focus on merits 

and demerits of the cloud computing. Major thrust is given on 

the study of load balancing algorithm, followed by a 

comparative survey of these abovementioned algorithms in 

cloud computing with respect to stability, resource utilization, 

static or dynamicity, cooperative or non-cooperativeness and 

process migration. This paper aims towards the establishment 

of performance qualitative analysis on existing VM load 

balancing algorithm and then implemented in CloudSim and 

java language. 
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